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Transition with Conjunctive Adverbs

Choose an appropriate conjunctive adverb and complete each text.

Playing cards is Andrew's favorite pastime.

!shing greatly fun, too.  (Henceforth / However)

2) , he !nds

The report provides all the necessary information.

easy to read.  (Moreover / Otherwise)

3) , it's

Je" and I are good friends.

certain things.  (Notably / However)

4) , we tend to disagree on

Peter acts in movies.

programs on TV.  (Almost / Likewise)

5) , he appears on a wide range of

The company employs highly quali!ed sta", and

service is superior.  (anyway / as a result)

6) , the

It would be good if we went to the movies.

be great if we went to the beach.  (On the other hand / Subsequently)

7) , it would

Jason is planning to take up full-time work next year.

he is hoping to enrol for an online MBA.  (Comparatively / Furthermore)

8) ,

The operation was a success, and

soon leave the hospital.  (however / thus)

, the patient will1)
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Transition with Conjunctive Adverbs

Choose an appropriate conjunctive adverb and complete each text.

Playing cards is Andrew's favorite pastime.

!shing greatly fun, too.  (Henceforth / However)

2) , he !ndsHowever

The report provides all the necessary information.

easy to read.  (Moreover / Otherwise)

3) , it'sMoreover

Je" and I are good friends.

certain things.  (Notably / However)

4) , we tend to disagree onHowever

Peter acts in movies.

programs on TV.  (Almost / Likewise)

5) , he appears on a wide range ofLikewise

The company employs highly quali!ed sta", and

service is superior.  (anyway / as a result)

6) , theas a result

It would be good if we went to the movies.

be great if we went to the beach.  (On the other hand / Subsequently)

7) , it wouldOn the other hand

Jason is planning to take up full-time work next year.

he is hoping to enrol for an online MBA.  (Comparatively / Furthermore)

8) ,Furthermore

The operation was a success, and

soon leave the hospital.  (however / thus)

, the patient will1) thus
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